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entering cheat codes in gta vice city is very simple: press the
"cheats" key (the one with the red circle and white cross) as soon as
you start the game, and it will pop up the cheat sheet. you will then
have to select the cheat code you want to enter. press enter when
you're done, and you can play on. if you're playing grand theft auto
v on pc, the cheat codes are pretty similar to the console version.
first you need to get the cheat codes on the cheat sheet, then you
have to select them and press enter. you will have access to any
new vehicle: ferrari, bmw or nissan. drive around the city, visit the
workshops and repair damaged vehicles. the main character has an
unlimited amount of money, 200 hp and armor, which greatly affects
the gameplay. now shooting with opponents is much more epic,
because you have a huge amount of health. it's an eclectic selection
of options, but unfortunately, unlike gta 3 cheats (opens in new tab)
and gta: san andreas cheats (opens in new tab), there is no gta: vice
city money cheat. you'll have to earn those bucks the hard way. or
by gifting yourself an advanced weapons set and regenerating
health. you can activate gta vice city money cheat on playstation by
selecting options and then the cheats tab. on the cheats page, you
can toggle the gta vice city money cheat on and off by pressing the
l1 + r1 button combination. note that unlike gta 4 cheats, gta v
cheats work with all versions of the game, including the xbox 360,
playstation 3, playstation 4, playstation vita, xbox one, wii u,
playstation 2, nintendo ds, and psp (the gta: vice city cheats arent
as obvious, but they are in the same place as gta 4 cheats).
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unfortunately, entering cheat codes while playing gta: vice city - the
definitive edition will disable trophies on playstation and

achievements on xbox. you can have multiple save files, though, so
if you want to earn the platinum trophy or 1,000 gamerscore, make
sure you use a separate file for cheating. this grand theft auto: vice
city cheats and secrets guide details everything you need to know

about gta vice city cheats, including how to enter and activate them.
it also includes the best gta vice city cheats available, and a

complete list of all cheats that appear in gta vice city. for a game
that's been off the air since 2014, grand theft auto: vice city is still
pretty fun in hd remasters. if you're looking for something else to

play, and you want to play a game that's brand new, our top
recommendation is definitely grand theft auto v. it's been years

since the glory days of 2004, so we took a look at how other popular
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games have aged. grand theft auto v, fallout 4, and saints row iv
look pretty great. the last, and sadly, the most memorable game to
ever be part of this series, is grand theft auto: vice city. the game
has aged incredibly well, and for such an aged game, gta: vice city

hd for xbox one still holds up surprisingly well. put simply, this is just
an awesome game all around. trying to cheat your way into grand

theft auto: vice city will be far more interesting once the psn version
is released later this year. rockstar plans to release a free

playstation network version of the game in december. we couldnt
include every single cheat code in this post. while some gta: vice city
cheats are common knowledge, it's not the same for all of them. this

list is made with a focus on those that are the most helpful in the
game. if you see a cheat that needs to be added to the list, don't

hesitate to leave a comment in the comment section below. have a
great time gaming! 5ec8ef588b
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